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ABSTRACT 

In this work, we study the prime spectrum of regular rings. Also we 

study some topological concepts as quasi-compact, compact, totally 

disconnected, and irreducible topological space in order to prove some new 

results on the prime spectrum of regular ring.  
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 الطيف االولي للحلقات المنتظمة

 

 هدى يونس خليل          عبدالعالي جاسم محمد              نزار حمدون شكر                
 كلية علوم الحاسوب والرياضيات          كلية التربية                      كلية التربية االساسية 

 جامعة الموصل
 24/12/2006 تاريخ قبول البحث:              11/10/2006تاريخ استالم البحث: 

 الملخص

ا درسـنا بعض المفاهيم كمدرسـنا  الطيف األولي للحلقات المنتظمة .  في هذا البحث، 
للحصول على بعض  (شـبه متراص ، متراص ، غير مترابط كليا ، غير قابل لالختزالا)التبولوجية ك

 ظمة .النتائج الجديدة عن الطيف األولي للحلقة المنت

 المجموعات المفتوحة،  زارسكي تبولوجي، الطيف االولي، المثالي االولي، :الكلمات المفتاحية
 الحلقات المنتظمة.

1. Introduction: 

In this work, all rings are assumed to be commutative with identity. 

Let R be a ring. The set of all prime ideals of R is called the prime spectrum 

of R and is denoted by Spec(R). The prime spectrum of rings has been 

studied by many mathematician like Heinzer and Roitman [6], and 

Lemmermeyer [10]. The topology on Spec(R) is called the Zariski topology.            
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For every ideal I of R we denote by V(I) the subset of Spec(R) consisting of 

all prime ideals that contain I. 

For every ideal I of R we write U(I) = Spec(R)/V(I) for the set of 

prime ideals not containing I. The collection of subset U(I) of Spec(R) for 

all ideals I in R form a topological space with open sets U(I). The  closed 

sets of the topology are the sets V(I) for all ideals I in R.                                            
A ring R is called a regular ring if for every a in R there exists b in R such 

that a = aba. Regular rings are studied by many authors in recent years, see 

for example, Fisher [5], and Ming [11], [12], [13] . 

 

2. Open Sets in Spectrum of Regular Rings and Homeomorphism: 

In this section, we give some basic properties of open sets in the  

spectrum of regular ring .We prove that the spectrum topology of regular 

ring is homeomorphic to the spectrum topology of S. 
 

Proposition  2.1:[10] 

          Suppose that  R  is a ring , I  and  J are ideals of  R , then: 

i. J  I  implies that V(I)  V(J)  

ii. V(0) = Spec (R), V(1) =  
 

Proposition  2.2:[1] 

Let  R  be a regular ring. Then  R.of  Ifor every ideal  II =   
 

Definition  2.3:[14] 

The open sets are {U(I): I is an ideal of R},  where U(I) is the 

complement of V(I). 
 

Proposition  2.4: 

Let R be a regular ring .Then 

U(I) = U(J)  if and only if  I = J 

Proof: 

If JI = , then obviously )()( JUIU =  

Conversely, assume that  )()( JUIU =  

 then  )()( JVIV =  .By Proposition (2.1) we have 

V(I)  V(J)  J  I , 

V(J)  V(I)  I  J ,since V(I) = V(J) 
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Therefore I = J . 

Since R is regular then by Proposition (2.2) 

II =  and JJ =   

Thus JI = .  ◼ 
 

Now, we prove the following theorem which gives a connection 

between open sets and radical ideal.  

Theorem  2.5:  

Let  R  be a ring and  a, b  R . Then  

U(a) = U(b) if and only if RbRa = . 

Proof: 

Let U(a)=U(b), since V(a) is the complement of U(a), then V(a)=V(b). 

Now, Ra  is an ideal generated by a,  implies that  

 )(aRa =  

= ∩{P: (a)  P} , P is a prime ideal 

= ∩{P: P  V(a)}  

= ∩{P: P  V(b)}  since V(a) = V(b) 

= ∩{P: (b)  P} 

= Rbb =)(  

Conversely, let RbRa = .Then,  )()( ba = , this implies that  V((a)) 

= V((b)) ,where (a) is an ideal generated by a . 

Now, if P  V(a) then aP .   Thus (a)P since (a) is the smallest 

ideal containing a. Therefore P  V((a)). If P  V((a)) ,then a(a)P. 

So P  V(a) .Hence V(a)= V((a)).This implies  that  

V (a) = V(b) .  

But  U(a),U(b) is a complement of V (a) , V(b) therefore 

           U(a) = U(b).        ◼ 

Proposition  2.6:  

Let R be a regular ring, Rba ,, , then )()( bUaU =  if and only if 

RbRa = . 

Proof: 

Assume that . )()( bVaV = that is )()( bUaU =   
By Theorem (2.5) we get  
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RbRa = . 

By regularity we have RaRa = . 
 Therefore Ra = Rb . 
The converse is obvious.   ◼ 

 

Next, we give the following result . 
 

Theorem  2.7 : 

If R is a regular ring, then for all Ra , there exists an idempotent 

e such that   )()( eUaU = . 

Proof: 

Let a  R, then there exists b  R such that abaa = , put abe =  

so we have a = ae. 

Let )(aUP then Pa  therefore  ae P.  If Pe  ,then 

Pe−1  so Pea − )1(  which implies that P0  ,which is a 

contradiction. Hence Pe , therefore )(eUP  that is  

)()( eUaU  .  

Now, let )(eUP  ,then Pe  therefore Pba  . If 

Pa ,then Pba   ,contradiction. 

So Pa  ;therefore )(aUP  and  )()( aUeU  . 

Hence , )()( aUeU =  .  ◼ 

Definition  2.8: 

Let R be a ring and S  be a subset of R such that  

}{ 2 rr,RrS == . Define the two binary operation +`, ·` on S as 

follows: 

a +`  b = a + b - 2ab 

  a  ·` b  = a · b  for all Sba , , 

then ( S  , +` , ·` ) is a Boolean ring. 

Note that any Boolean ring is a commutative regular ring. 

 

Now, we prove the following result. 
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Theorem  2.9: 

If M  is a maximal ideal in  R, then  M ∩ S is a maximal ideal in S . 

Proof:  

Let M ∩ S   is not a maximal ideal in S, then there exists an ideal J  in S  

such that  M∩S   J S, so there exists an element a  in J and                  

aM∩ S , therefore Ma and Sa .Since 
2aa = ,then 

Maa =− 0)1( ,  

Now ,since M  is a prime ideal and Ma ,then  M-a )1( . 

a

aa

aaa

−=

+−=

+−=−

1

21

21)1( 22

    

So Sa − )1( .Thus (1-a)  M∩S  J , also by (2.8) 

Ja-a =+ 1`1 which implies that SJ = .   

Thus M∩S is a maximal ideal in S .  ◼ 
 

Now, we give the major result of this section . 
 

Theorem  2.10: 

Let R be a regular ring. Then the spectrum topology of R is 

homeomorphic to the spectrum topology of S which is a subset of all 

idempotent elements of R. 

Proof: 

Define a mapping  from )(RSpec  to )(SSpec  by  (P) = P∩S 

, for a prime ideal P in )(RSpec . Since R is a regular ring and  P  is a 

prime ideal in  R, so P is a maximal ideal. By Theorem (2.9)  P∩S  is a 

maximal ideal in S. Thus  P∩S  is a prime ideal in S, that is )(SSpec(P) . 

To show that   is a homeomorphism we must prove that: 

1.   is continuous:  

 Let  )(* eU be an open set in S. Then  

 

,))((

.since,)(

)()())((

1

1

**1

eUP

SePe

SPe

eUPeUP

−

−

−
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where ))(( 1 eU −  is the basic open set of )(RSpec ; So 

))(())(( 1*1 eUeU −− =   and  is continuous. 

2.   is injective: 

For every prime ideal P of R the image under   of  )(PU  is  

))(( PU  . 

Let )()(
21

PP  = , for )(,
21

RSpecPP  , then SPSP 
21

=  

which implies that 
21

PP = . 

3.   is surjective: 

The mapping  is surjective since for all prime ideal  P∩S  in 

)(SSpec  there exists a prime ideal P in )(RSpec  such that   (P) = 

P∩S . 

4.  is open: 

Now, if Ra , )()( Pa    if and only if Pa then if P is a 

prime ideal of R does not contain a then  P∩S =  (P)  does not contain  

)(a and hence  (U(a)) = U((a)).  

This implies that the image of any open subset of )(RSpec  under 

 is an open subset of )(SSpec . So  f  is open.  ◼ 

3. Irreducible Spectrum of Regular Rings: 

This section is devoted to exhibit several properties of irreducible 

spectrum of regular ring. 

 

We begin this section by the following definition: 

Definition  3.1:[4] 

Let I be an ideal of the ring R. Then I is said to be irreducible if it is 

not a finite intersection of ideals of R properly containing  I; otherwise,      I  

is termed reducible. 

Proposition  3.2:[8] 

Let I be a proper ideal of R. Then the ideal I  is irreducible if and 

only if V(I) is irreducible in )(RSpec . 
 

Now, we give the following Proposition which is due to in 

Lemmermeyer [10]. 
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Proposition  3.3:  

Let R be a ring. Then  

1) For any pair of ideals  I, J  in  R  we have 

V(I∩J) = V(IJ) = V(I) ∪V(J) 

2) V(I)  V(J)  if and only if I  J  

Corollary  3.4: 

Let I be a proper ideal of regular ring. Then I is irreducible if and 

only if V(I) is irreducible in )(RSpec . 

Proof: 

Let V(I) be irreducible, then by Proposition (3.2) we have I  is 

irreducible. Since R is regular then by Proposition (2.2) I = I, that is I is 

irreducible.  

Conversely, let I is irreducible. If V(I) is reducible then we can write 

)() 21()( IVIVIV = .By Proposition (3.3) we have 

)()()( 2121 IIVIVIV  = , then )( 21)( IIVIV =  that is I = I1  I2, 

contradiction, so V(I) is  irreducible.            ◼ 

Theorem  3.5: 

If R is a regular ring, then  X = Spec(R)  is irreducible if and only if 

R is an integral domain. 

Proof: 

Let R be an integral domain . To show that Spec(R) is irreducible we 

must prove that for each pair of elements a,b  R  we have )(aU  

and U(b)   implies that = )()()( bUaUabU  . 

Now, if =)()( bUaU   then =)(abU  which implies that 

0=ab , therefore either 0=a  or 0=b  that is =)(aU   or  

=)(bU  contradiction. Hence )()( bUaU  .  

Conversely, let Spec(R) is irreducible then the nil radical of R, N(R) 

is a prime ideal therefore )(/ RNR  is an integral domain. But R is regular 

then 0)( =RN , therefore R is an integral domain.  ◼ 

Proposition  3.6:[9] 

The )(RSpec is irreducible if and only if the nil radical N(R) is a 

prime ideal. 
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Now, we  recall the following lemma which is due to in 

Lemmermeyer [10]. 

Lemma  3.7:  

The closure of a prime ideal P is V(P). In particular, a prime ideal 

PSpec(R) is closed (in the Zariski topology) if and only if P is maximal. 

 

Before closing this section we give the following Theorem: 

Theorem  3.8: 

The following are equivalent: 

1. Spec(R) is irreducible. 

2. Spec(R) has a generic point. 

3. The nil radical of R is a prime ideal. 

Proof: 

1 → 3 

By Proposition (3.6) we get Spec(R) is irreducible if and only if N(R) 

is a prime ideal. 

3  → 2 

Let N(R) be a prime ideal then ).()( RSpecRN  Now, let  Q   be a 

point in )(RSpec that is Q is a prime ideal. Since   N(R)={  P:P is a 

prime ideal}, then ))(()( so RNVQQRN  , therefore   Spec(R)  

V(N(R)). 

But )())(( RSpecRNV  , therefore Spec(R) = V(N(R)) then by 

definition of generic point, we have  N(R)  is a generic  point.  

2 → 1 

Let P  Spec(R) be a generic point then V(P) = Spec(R). 

Assume that BARSpec =)(  where A,B are closed sets. Let 

BAP   then  AP  or  BP . 

First let AP  then P the closure of P is the intersection of all 

closed sets containing P. So AP   since  A  is a closed set. 

By Lemma (3.6), we have PPV =)( , so APV )( , but 

)()( RSpecPV =  therefore ARSpec =)( . 

Also in the same way we have BRSpec =)(  that is )(RSpec  is 

irreducible.   ◼ 
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4. Connectedness and Compactness: 

This section is concerned with the connectedness and compactness. 

We prove some results on regular rings and Boolean rings.  
Definition  4.1:[2] 

Let X  be a topological space. Then X is called  totally disconnected 

if for each pair of distinct points P and Q of X, there exists two open subsets 

A and B of X with the following properties: 
== BAXBABQAP  ,,,  

Recall that a topological space is connected if there is no non-empty 

open sets A and B such that  

XBA = and =BA   

Theorem 4.2: 

Let a be an idempotent element of R. Then  

 )()1()( RSpecaUaU =−  and  =− )1()( aUaU   . 

Proof: 

Assume that P is a prime ideal in R, such that )(aUP , therefore 

Pa and Pa−1 since there is no prime ideal contains both a and  

1-a. that is )1( aUP − and so )()1()( RSpecaUaU =− .  

Now, let − )1()( aUaU  , so there exists a prime ideal P in R 

such that  )(aUP  and )1( aUP − therefore Pa−1 and  Pa   , so   
, a contradiction. Paa =− 02

that is  Paa − )1(  

Hence =− )1()( aUaU  .   ◼ 

Corollary  4.3: 

If R is a Boolean ring ,then for all Ra  

)()1()( RSpecaUaU =−  

=− )1()( aUaU   

Corollary  4.4: 

If R is a Boolean ring ,then )(RSpec  is totally disconnected. 

Corollary  4.5: 

If R is a Boolean ring ,then )(RSpec  is reducible. 

We show that Spec(R) is disconnected if and only if R contains an 

idempotent other than 0,1. To obtain this the following lemma is needed. 
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Lemma  4.6:[7] 

Let R be a ring, N  is a nil ideal in R, and Naa +=  an 

idempotent element of R/NR =  . Then there exists an idempotent e in R 

such that  ae = . Moreover, e is unique. 

Bourbaki [3] , has shown that for the prime Spectrum of a ring R to 

be connected , it is necessary and sufficient that R contains no idempotents 

other than 0 and 1 . Now, we are going to give a different proof of that 

theorem . 
 

Theorem  4.7: 

Let R be a ring. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 

a) X = Spec(R) is disconnected; 

b) R  R1  R2 for rings R1, R2 , neither of which is the zero ring; 

c) R contains an idempotent other than 0 and 1. 

Proof: 

a  b  

Let V(I), V(J) be a non-empty closed sets such that 

)()( JVIVX = and =)()( JVIV   then there is no prime ideal 

contains both I and J. Therefore  R = I+J  that is  I  and  J  are co-prime, 

and so there exists an element a I with  1-a  J. By Proposition (3.3) we 

have )()()( JVIVJIV  = . But XJVIV =)()(  so  

XJIV =)(  , that is every prime ideal contains and so  JI   
. )(RNJI   

But, therefore )(RNJI  then JIJI    
)()1( 2 RNaaaa −=− . This implies that    

is an idempotent. )(/)()( 2 RNRRNaRNa +=+  

By Proposition (4.6) there exists an idempotent e in R such that  
is a unit but  ais a unit, then  e. If )(RNae − ), that is  R(Nmod ae 

this is not possible since  is not a unit.e  -also 1 RI    
Now, we define a homomorphism  

)1/()/(: eReRRf −→  by  
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))1(,)(()( eaeaaf −++=  then by Chinese Remainder Theorem we 

have that f is surjective.  0)1()()( =−= eefKer   , therefore f is 

isomorphism, that is 
21

RRR  . 

b  c  

Since )1/()/( eReRR − ,then the element 

)1/()/()0,1( eReR −  is a non-zero idempotent. 

ac    

Let Re  be an idempotent other than 0 and 1. 

Let  )1()( eVeVX −=  and =− )1()( eVeV  . 

 Since Pee =− 0)1( , then every prime ideal contains either e or 

1-e. If =)(eV  then e is a unit, but then e =1, also if =− )1( eV  then 

1–e = 1 and  e = 0. Contradiction, therefore V(e), V(1-e) are non-empty 

closed sets.      ◼ 

Proposition  4.8:[5] 

If  R  is regular, then every prime ideal is maximal. 
 

Before closing this section ,we present the following result. 
 

Theorem  4.9: 

If R is regular ,then every point in Spec(R)  is closed. 

 Proof: 

Since R is a regular ring, then by Proposition (4.8)  we have every 

prime ideal is maximal . That is every point in   Spec(R) is maximal. 

Recall Lemma  (3.7)  we  get  that  every  point  in   Spec(R) is   

closed.◼ 
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